How could the USPSTF make this draft Recommendation Statement clearer?
A fundamental concern is the ambiguity in this report in use of both the terms “asymptomatic”
and “screening,” neither of which was clearly defined but are terms and concepts that constitute
the basis for this report. In particular, the report emphasizes its applicability to “asymptomatic”
patients, but never defines how asymptomatic status is ascertained. The report argues against
screening of asymptomatic patients but does not describe how asymptomatic patients are
identified, nor addresses the more general problem of sleep apnea recognition. It is also not
clear if the intent of this recommendation is to evaluate the validity of screening questionnaires,
limited monitoring, or more generally, the need for clinical review of symptoms as part of the
patient history. Without clarity, the report can exacerbate a “catch-22”: if patients are not asked
about symptoms, then sleep apnea-related symptoms such as sleepiness may never be elicited,
preventing pursuance of specific screening or testing.
It is a serious flaw to assume that patients who do not spontaneously report symptoms such as
sleepiness or snoring are “asymptomatic.” If patients are not explicitly asked about sleep apnea
symptoms, it is impossible to know who is asymptomatic. Symptoms that may have developed
over many years and/or have social stigma may not be spontaneously self-identified as a “chief
complaint”. Patients with sleep apnea commonly report having lived with sleep apnea for many
years prior to a diagnosis,1 indicating the frequency of marked delays in diagnosis.
There is a significant problem of clinician under-recognition of sleep apnea that this report may
exacerbate. A failure to recognize sleep apnea in both primary care and high risk clinical
settings will contribute to under-diagnosis and delayed treatment of a highly prevalent disorder2
with extensive morbidity. There is abundant evidence that clinicians do not regularly consider
sleep apnea diagnoses even among high risk patients3-5. The vast majority of participants in
community-based studies who have undergone sleep apnea testing who are found to have an
elevated AHI and symptoms were never clinically diagnosed, emphasizing the prevalence of
undiagnosed sleep apnea in the general population as well as high risk groups.6, 7 Furthermore,
there is a disproportionate under-recognition of sleep apnea in certain groups, such as women8
and ethnic minorities,7 and this report can exacerbate health disparities. This report does not
specifically address the need to use physiologically and culturally appropriate screening devices
for population subgroups, nor recognizes the concern that health disparities may be
exacerbated without deliberate strategies for improving sleep apnea recognition across the
population.
A more balanced and thorough discussion of risks of untreated sleep apnea is needed to clarify
the morbidity of sleep apnea on the myriad aspects of health and well-being. As noted below,
numerous observational studies have demonstrated clearly increased incidence rates of
cardiovascular disease, stroke, diabetes, and mortality, in a dose-dependent fashion, and after
adjusting for the confounders. This report implies that confounders have not been adequately
addressed in the literature but this is not supported by the findings of large observational studies
of sleep apnea that have adjusted for important confounders.
Given the high prevalence and morbidity of sleep apnea, we recommend that the report
explicitly clarify that an appropriate medical history includes ascertainment of symptoms such as
sleepiness and snoring and query patients about sleep quality and duration. Furthermore, the

health concerns regarding under-recognition of sleep apnea, in particular in women and
minorities, need further emphasis. The negative impact of delayed diagnosis needs discussion.
What information, if any, did you expect to find in this draft Recommendation Statement
that was not included?
Statements regarding associated risks of cardiac and cerebrovascular disease and mortality are
surprisingly under-stated despite the availability of large cohort studies that have followed
individuals in the community for 8 or more years, have systematically assessed sleep apnea
and rigorously adjudicated outcomes, and controlled for factors such as BMI and age (which the
report implied were residual confounders), with some studies even controlling for conditions in
causal pathways such as hypertension9-12. Meta-analyses estimate that sleep apnea is
associated with a 56% to 220% increased incidence of cardiovascular disease or stroke13.
Among the outcomes with the strongest associations with sleep apnea is stroke10, 14, a
potentially devastating outcome, which requires further recognition in this report.
The USPSTF emphasized the lack of evidence relating change in AHI with change in clinical
outcomes. However, numerous studies have shown dose-response associations between AHI
(or degree to which AHI is reduced as measured by CPAP use) and intermediate and clinical
outcomes (example reports:15-23). Moreover, the AHI is only one of several clinically derived
metrics to assess sleep apnea, and depending on the outcome, other metrics are more
responsive, but were not discussed. For example, sleep-related hypoxemia is predictive of
degree of improvement in intermediate cardiac endpoints, as well as in clinical outcomes such
as diabetes/glucose impairment24, cognitive impairment and risk of dementia25, and mortality26.
The report did not discuss the often profound sleepiness and impairment of quality of life in
patients with sleep apnea, and the responsiveness of these important patient-reported
outcomes27. It is important to clarify that while AHI severity and improvement have been
observed in association with subclinical and clinical outcomes, additional metrics too, such as
hypoxemia, have been correlated with disease severity, and additional research on optimal
predictors of susceptibility and treatment response is needed.
The review of screening instruments omitted relevant literature and inadequately discussed the
use of alternative cutoff thresholds for screening, which should vary according to the desired
ratio of sensitivity to specificity. Given the low risk for sleep apnea screening in face of the high
morbidity of the disease, it was surprising that there was no discussion of the value of choosing
thresholds that optimize sensitivity, even at the expense of specificity. For example, for the
STOP Bang screening questionnaire, there is evidence of how to vary selection of thresholds for
screening to achieve targeted levels of sensitivity/specificity for a given population. Relevant
studies testing the STOP Bang and Berlin questionnaires were not cited28, 29 28, including
research performed the primary care setting.30 The use of questionnaires in various settings
such as in the pre-operative settings31, 32, pregnancy33, the work place, 28 diabetes clinics34,
commercial drivers,35, 36 and cardiology settings37 were not discussed despite their relevance to
primary care or management of high risk patients. Development and validation of sex-specific
approaches for sleep apnea screening in over 12,000 individuals have been published,38
underscoring the ability to optimize prediction equations for men and women, but were not cited.
Approaches for use of combined questionnaires and monitoring to improve prediction were
inadequately discussed37, 39. Data on the OSA-50 questionnaire were omitted. This device,
especially when used with simple overnight oximetry, has been reported to have sensitivity and
specificity values exceeding 90% in general medical settings39. In a report published in the New

England Journal of Medicine, the Berlin screening questionnaire used in conjunction with a Type
3 home sleep apnea test was used to screen patients attending cardiology clinics, identifying
50% of this sample with moderate-severe sleep apnea, and further showed that treatment with
CPAP led to improved blood pressure37. This study-linking screening to home based diagnosis
to blood pressure improvement- provides evidence that screening/sleep apnea testing can
identify a patient group likely to show beneficial effects when treated with CPAP.
Based on the evidence presented in this draft Recommendation Statement, do you
believe that the USPSTF came to the right conclusions? Please provide additional
evidence or viewpoints that you think should have been considered.
This report does not clarify the role of screening approaches for sleep apnea, and rather,
obscure the value of improving recognition of sleep apnea. It inappropriately focused on the
“accuracy” of screening questionnaires, without clearly defining the target population or defining
what is meant by “asymptomatic”. The report did not thoroughly consider the use of screening
surveys across many clinical settings, such as the pre-operative assessment setting and
cardiology settings, and the value of combining questionnaires with oximetry or home testing.
The report’s focus on “symptomatic patients” is a fundamental flaw. It does not address how a
clinician will identify a symptomatic patient, which first requires asking key screening questions.
There are patient-reported data that symptoms of sleep apnea are experienced for more than
10 years prior to a sleep apnea diagnosis, indicating the frequent occurrence of long diagnostic
delays. This report will further aggravate the marked delays of a treatable condition. Given that
there is evidence that sleep apnea may be particularly under-diagnosed in certain ethnic groups
and in women, there is the additional concern that this report will further aggravate health
disparities.
The report under-estimated the strength of evidence linking sleep apnea to cardiac disease,
stroke, diabetes and mortality.
The report minimized the potential benefit of screening and treatment, especially on a
population level and within subgroups. The statement that the “clinical evidence that small
reductions in blood pressure are of unclear significance” is not supported by research showing
that even small changes in blood pressure reduce risk of stroke by 5 to 8%.40 Average changes
in sleepiness and other patient-centered and clinical outcomes also under-estimate effects in
susceptible groups.
This report would benefit by highlighting the need for research to identify most efficient
screening approaches for given populations and settings, with consideration of different
sensitivities of different instruments by sex and in racial and ethnic groups. For example, women
often report symptoms of fatigue rather than sleepiness, and are less likely to desaturate with
respiratory events. Some groups, such as Chinese Americans, may be several fold more likely
to have undiagnosed sleep apnea, than Whites, underscoring the need for culturally sensitive
instruments. The need for appropriate tools for the elderly, in women symptoms may vary and
who may have problems reporting symptoms due to cognitive deficits, should be mentioned.

What resources or tools could the USPSTF provide that would make this
Recommendation Statement more useful to you in its final form?
For this report to have value, it needs to identify how “asymptomatic” vs “symptomatic”
individuals are identified. There should be discussion on the approach to “recognition” of sleep
apnea, and include applications to diverse clinical settings where primary care is delivered, such
as pregnancy, pre-operative settings and cardiology as well as the work place.
Further discussion on how application of different cutoff values for screening instruments would
yield different sensitivities and specificities, and the need to identify the appropriate balance
given the clinical or public health need, is needed.
The research needs for identifying subgroups most susceptible to sleep apnea and responsive
to intervention would be helpful.
The USPSTF is committed to understanding the needs and perspectives of the public it
serves. Please share any experiences that you think could further inform the USPSTF on
this draft Recommendation Statement.
The conclusion that there is insufficient evidence for OSA screening in asymptomatic adults
raises the entire question of what the authors of this report mean by “asymptomatic”. Snoring is
the most common symptom of sleep apnea and is present in upwards of 30% of adults, but is
often not ascertained in routine clinical encounters. Patients may not identify this symptom
because of unawareness that is a symptom of a treatable condition, and these assumptions
may be further aggravated by social and cultural differences, potentially exacerbating health
disparities. Sleepiness is often under-recognized due to its chronicity, and it is not until a person
is treated do they realize how sleepy and impaired they had been.
Through the Sleep Apnea Patient Centered Outcomes Network, data for over 3,000 patients
have been collected that indicate delayed diagnoses and treatment are of paramount
importance to patients who have struggled with many of the symptoms for years prior to
diagnosis1. This report has the potential to further aggravate this problem. Treated patients often
tell us that their doctors never asked about sleep apnea symptoms, especially if they were not
obese or male.
Do you have other comments on this draft Recommendation Statement?
Due to the high prevalence and chronicity of symptoms of sleep apnea, such as snoring and
sleepiness, especially in some social and cultural backgrounds where snoring is not recognized
to be related to health, patients often do not spontaneously report these symptoms. This report
may further aggravate health disparities.
Women with sleep apnea are often under recognized due to lack of “classic” symptoms.
Emerging data indicate that cardiovascular risk associated with sleep apnea may be even
greater in women than men41; failure to recognize sleep apnea may contribute to health
problems and premature mortality.

Note: Comments are provided by the Society for Women’s Health Research’s (SWHR’s)
Interdisciplinary Network on Sex and Gender Differences in Sleep. SWHR is a non-profit
organization based in Washington D.C. that is widely considered to be the thought leader in
advocating for research on biological differences in disease and is dedicated to transforming
women’s health through science, advocacy, and education. SWHR aims to bring attention to the
variety of diseases and conditions that uniquely affect women. Thanks to SWHR’s efforts,
women are now routinely included in most major medical research studies and scientists are
considering biological sex as a fundamental variable in their research.
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